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How To Use This Guide
 
Beginning on October 1, 2013, consumers will have access to a 
variety of health insurance products, with coverage beginning as early 
as January 1, 2014. These products will be available on exchanges 
within each state, also known as “health insurance marketplaces”, 
with plans designed to fit your budget and health care needs. 
 
This guide is intended to help you better understand the new health 
insurance marketplaces in your state, so you can determine what 
coverage is right for you and your family.  
 
Within this publication you will find:
	 •						An	introduction	to	the	concept	of	health	insurance
	 •		An	explanation	of	health	insurance	marketplaces
	 •		Information	on	health	insurance	coverage	and	plan	options
	 •		Affordability	options	available	to	you	and	your	family	through	

the marketplace
	 •	And	information	on	how	to	enroll	in	coverage	
 
This guide also provides a list of state resources where you can find 
answers to questions specific to your state’s individual and small 
business marketplace. 
 

Further	 assistance	 is	 also	 available	 through	 the	 Patient	 Advocate	
Foundation	 	 and	 InsureUStoday	by	calling	 (866)	 207-8023	or	on	 the	
Internet	at	www.insureustoday.org.

©	2013	Patient	Advocate	Foundation.	All	Rights	Reserved,	including	the	right	of	reproduction	in	whole	or	part	in	any	form.
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Preface
In 2010, the President of the United States signed into law the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
which was passed after months of debate in the US Congress and across the country. 
This legislation introduced sweeping reform of the US health care system, and increased 
coverage while implementing measures to control costs for consumers. 
 
Key features of the law include:
 •   No more pre-existing condition denials for children (For adults in 2014)
 •  No more annual or lifetime dollar limits on most health insurance benefits
 •   Insurance companies cannot drop your coverage because of mistakes on your 

insurance application
 •  No more coverage denials without patients being allowed to appeal
 •   80 percent of enrollee premiums collected by insurance companies must be spent 

on patient care and efforts to improve the quality of patient care
 •   Reduced enrollee cost-sharing for outpatient prescription drugs in Medicare 

Part D’s “Donut Hole”
 •   Additional federal match to states electing to expand Medicaid coverage to 

childless adults with incomes up to 133 percent of the Federal Poverty Level
 •   Coverage for young adults on their parent’s plans up to the age of 26
 •   Incentives for physicians to adopt electronic health records and capture and 

report certain quality measures 
 •   Access to certain preventive care services such as screenings and annual 

checkups with no enrollee cost-sharing obligations under their health plans
 •   Provisions to detect waste, fraud, and abuse within the system, increase 

care coordination, review large premium increases by insurers, and incentivize 
innovation

 •   Insurance tax credits for individuals with incomes between 100-400 percent of 
the Federal Poverty Level to help pay for health care premiums (starting in 2014)

 •  Tax credits to help small businesses afford insurance for their employees
 •   Penalties for individuals for failing to obtain and maintain health insurance  

coverage (2014)
 •   Health insurance marketplaces, also known as exchanges (operational in 2014)

While the outcomes of many of these provisions remain to be seen, the ACA has taken 
important steps that increase patient access to care and control the burden of costs for 
patients. This informational publication provides information on one of the most significant 
efforts of the law: health insurance marketplaces, which will be open for enrollment on 
October 1, 2013 with insurance coverage beginning January 1, 2014. This document is 
intended to introduce potential consumers to the concept of health insurance in general,  
health insurance marketplaces, how to navigate these marketplaces, opportunities  
available for support, and ultimately how to arrive at the coverage right for them.
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An Introduction to Health  
Insurance
What is health insurance?

At some point in life, everyone is a patient. We all get sick and will eventually require 
assistance from the health care system. This may be in the form of a doctor’s visit, 
a hospital visit, or an emergency situation. However, medical care is very expensive, 
especially for those expected to pay the whole amount on their own. This is the reason 
health insurance exists. Health insurance is a service in which you and/or an employer 
on your behalf pay a monthly sum, known as a premium, to an organization in return for 
a promise of partial cost coverage of your medical services. Insurance companies offer 
different plans that cost different amounts and in return pay for different services. When 
you get sick or need medical attention, that organization will pay a share of any services 
that it has indicated will be covered under the plan you selected.

Why do I need health insurance?

Every citizen should have  
health insurance. 
There are many reasons for this. 

 1  If you get sick it will help pay for medical services that you may need  
to be healthy.  

 2  Payments from insurance companies for medical costs will help make  
sure you do not go broke if you get sick or injured. 

 3  If you have coverage you are more likely to seek preventive care, keeping 
you healthy and avoiding preventable hospitalizations. 

 4  Medical costs for those without health insurance are paid by the rest of 
society. More people with coverage should result in decreased costs for 
society at large. 

 5  Beginning in 2014, the Affordable Care Act requires that most individuals 
obtain and maintain health insurance coverage or pay an annual penalty  
for failing to maintain coverage.

 

5reasons
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Where do I get health insurance? 

Health insurance can be acquired in many ways. If you are age 65 or older, or are deemed 
to have a disability, you may be eligible for a federal government insurance program 
called Medicare. Details on this program can be found at www.medicare.gov.

If you are a low-income individual you may be eligible for a government insurance program 
called Medicaid. Details on this program can be found at www.medicaid.gov.

Some may receive coverage through military / TRICARE / Veterans benefits. Many 
receive health insurance through their employer, which often requires the individual  
to pay some or all of the monthly premium through paycheck withholding. Others still 
will purchase health insurance directly from a health insurance company that is active in 
their state.

In 2014, a new method of obtaining health insurance will be available called: 

     Health Insurance Marketplaces
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Understanding Health Insurance 
Marketplaces
What are health insurance marketplaces?

A health insurance marketplace, otherwise known as a health insurance ‘Exchange,’ is a 
website that acts as a virtual market for insurance where consumers can compare and 
contrast selected health insurance plans offered in their state. These virtual marketplaces 
are comparable to websites consumers currently use to search for airline flights, such as 
Orbitz or Travelocity, in which an individual can compare and contrast different options 
at different costs. However, instead of airline flights, the products offered will be health 
insurance products called ‘Qualified Health Plans,’ or QHPs. These QHPs have been 
deemed qualified to be posted on each state’s website, because they meet the basic 
requirements for coverage indicated in the Affordable Care Act. Coverage under these 
insurance plans will be presented in plain language, so consumers can understand the 
difference between plans when it comes to costs, quality, and benefits covered.

Will these plans cover what I need?

Health insurance plans within these marketplaces must offer a certain minimum  
level of coverage. This minimum level of coverage consists of benefits, termed the  
‘Essential Health Benefits,’ that include services in the following ten coverage categories: 

 • Ambulatory patient services
 • Emergency services
 • Hospitalization
 • Maternity and newborn care
 •  Mental health and substance use disorder services, including behavioral  

health treatment
 • Prescription drugs
 • Rehabilitative and habilitative services and devices
 • Laboratory services
 • Preventive care, wellness services and chronic disease management
 • Pediatric services, including oral and vision care

Requiring coverage in these ten categories ensures that many services important to your 
care are covered. To determine how much is covered in each of these categories, plans in 
a state must offer an amount of coverage equal to a pre-approved plan in the state known 
as the benchmark plan. Specific services offered within these ten categories will vary from 
plan to plan to offer flexibility and diversity that will suit the needs of different people. 
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How do I determine which plan is best for me?

The selection of the appropriate health insurance plan is an important task that requires 
some preparation on the part of the consumer. 

 •  First, it will be important to evaluate your family health history and any 
potential health concerns you may need addressed. This will help you 
determine which services are important for you to have covered.

 •  Second, it will be important to look at your personal finances and establish a 
budget for health care related costs. Determine how much you are willing to 
pay each month, factoring in any eligible discounts or financial assistance (more 
on this later, see page 7). Also consider potential co-payments, deductibles 
and co-insurance you may incur when visiting physicians, hospitals and other 
medical facilities.

 •  Finally, examine the plans on the health marketplace website. Evaluate each 
plan against what you have determined are important medical services to be 
covered, and your budget. Note any special restrictions on coverage or 
exclusions that a plan may have and whether they may interfere with you or 
your family’s potential care. Research consumer and professional ratings of the 
insurance companies that offer your top few plans to get a better understanding 
of the quality of these companies. Also inquire if these plans cover services from 
providers close to you, and how many. 

All of the insurance products offered in a 
marketplace will be categorized in four ‘tiers’ 
indicated by the metals ‘bronze,’ ‘silver,’ ‘gold,’ 
and ‘platinum.’ While the bronze plan will be 
the cheapest in terms of monthly payment or 
‘premium’ required by the consumer, it will only 
cover 60 percent of the medical bills up to an 
established out-of-pocket maximum. The silver 
plan will cover 70 percent of medical bills, gold 
will cover 80 percent of the medical bills, and 
platinum will cover 90 percent and above of the 
medical bills up to an established out-of-pocket 
maximum, with higher monthly premiums for 
the patient to pay as the amount of coverage 
increases.

By knowing how much can be spent each month on insurance, consumers can then 
compare the different plan coverage options within the metal category that is appropriate 
for their budget. 

bronzePLATInUM GoLD SILVer
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What if I still cannot decide on the best plan for me?

Recognizing that selecting a health insurance plan can be overwhelming, the Affordable Care 
Act called for the creation of the ‘navigator program,’ in which individuals or organizations 
(Navigators) are trained to help you search for the health plan that is best for you. These 
Navigators will inform you of coverage options (but not select one for you), help facilitate 
enrollment in a plan, and help you understand your rights and responsibilities. They will also 
assist with troubleshooting, highlight financial assistance opportunities, make sure you are 
put in touch with someone that can accommodate your cultural and language needs, and 
help direct you to the appropriate office to express a complaint.

Navigators are intended to be completely unbiased. These specialists are not to 
be associated with any insurance company or plan and cannot receive payment for 
recommending one plan over another. Navigators exist as an advocate for you to make 
the appropriate choice.

When and how do I enroll?

There will be a period of time each year, termed an ‘annual open enrollment period’ in 
which you can enroll in a health plan for the first time or change health plans through 
a marketplace. In October 2013, consumers will be able to view information about the 
different plans available through the marketplace in their state. The initial open enrollment 
period will last from the beginning of October 2013 through March 2014. Starting in the 
fall of 2014 and for all subsequent years, open enrollment will last from October 15 until 
December 7.

Enrollment can be performed through a single streamlined application that will determine 
eligibility not only for marketplaces, but national health insurance programs, financial  
assistance with cost-sharing and a premium tax credit as well. All of this information will 
be available on your state’s marketplace website. In addition to being able to access this  
information and apply directly through the marketplace website, there is also a 
national toll-free hotline available for enrollment and questions at (800) 318-2596.

What if I need help with the application process?

If you need assistance with the application process, marketplaces will have ‘certified 
application counselors’ that can provide you with direct assistance online, by phone or 
in person. These counselors will be trained to help you in your application process and 
maintain confidentiality.

Who runs these marketplaces and does it matter?

The Affordable Care Act gave each state the option of setting up a marketplace itself, 
allowing the Federal Government to set up a marketplace in the state, or partnering with 
the Federal Government (partnership exchange). For 2014, 16 states and the District of 
Columbia plan to run state-based exchanges, 8 states plan to run a partnership exchange, 
and the remaining 26 states will allow the Federal government to run their exchange. Each 
marketplace will have a wide variety of insurance options available regardless of who is 
running it.

  OCTOBER 2013         OCTOBER 1, 2013 - MARCH 31, 2014                OCTOBER 15  - DECEMBER 7
   VIEW PLANS            INITIAL OPEN ENROLLMENT           FUTURE ENROLLMENT PERIODS

6
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Affordable Insurance and  
Appropriate Coverage 
How will health insurance marketplaces help 
me save money? 

The theory behind health insurance marketplaces is that 
presenting the coverage available from each health 
insurance plan through an easy-to-understand summary 
of costs and benefits in a centralized location will allow 
for consumer comparison. This simplified comparison 
will encourage increased competition between insurance 
companies, resulting in better benefits and lower costs to attract 
consumers to their plans. That is, health insurance companies 
will be competing over you.

What if I still cannot afford coverage?

Navigators will be able to inform you of any financial assistance available to help reduce 
your medical costs. One example of such financial assistance will be the Premium 
Insurance Tax Credits (PITC), available to individuals between 100-400 percent of the 
Federal Poverty Level. In addition cost-sharing assistance may be available to individuals 
with annual incomes at or below 250 percent of the Federal Poverty Level.

Your eligibility for financial assistance is determined when you fill out your application 
during enrollment and is based on both income and the size of your family. Once you 
complete your application, you should be informed about the amount you would be able 
to receive in assistance immediately.

While the PITC is technically a tax credit, unlike other tax credits, you do not have to wait 
until you file your taxes to receive it. The PITC is provided as an advanced payment at 
the beginning of your coverage and is sent directly to your insurance plan to help reduce 
your monthly premium.

What if I need something that is not covered?

If your health plan is unable to cover everything you need, you have multiple options. You 
can pay for the non-covered services out-of-pocket, you can purchase supplemental 
health insurance through the commercial market to cover any gaps in your health plan’s 
coverage, or you can appeal the decision to not cover a service. Specific appeals 
instructions will vary by state and information can be found on your state’s marketplace 
website. Navigators should also be able to help you with appeals.
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Special Situations
What happens if I move to another state?

If you move to another state permanently you will have to change insurance to a plan in 
your new state. You will not have to wait for the new open enrollment period. Until you 
are able to secure new insurance coverage it is likely that there will be a grace period (to 
be determined on a state level) during which your previous insurance would continue to 
cover you, although you may be seeking coverage out of network.

Can I add a family member to my policy after enrollment?

There are no ‘family policies.’ Everyone will receive insurance coverage as an individual 
and will have their own policy. The only exception is for newborn care, which will be 
covered temporarily under the mother’s policy for a grace period.

What happens if I miss my enrollment period?

There will not be automatic re-enrollment in your plan each year. Consequently, you will 
have to be mindful of when the enrollment period occurs and make sure to renew your 
coverage each year. If you miss the open enrollment period your choices are to cover 
yourself by purchasing commercial insurance or pay the penalty for not being covered.

What are my options as a non-citizen legal US resident?

You are eligible to participate in the marketplace, as well as receive Premium Insurance 
Tax Credit assistance.

Is there an age limit for those who can purchase insurance on 
marketplaces?

No. Insurance products will be available on marketplaces for people of all ages.

Can those in US territories access a Marketplace?

Marketplaces are only available to residents of the fifty states and the District of 
Columbia. If you live in any of the U.S. territories, including the Virgin Islands, Guam, 
Puerto Rico, American Samoa or the Northern Mariana Islands, you’re not eligible to use 
the Marketplace to apply for health insurance. U.S. Territories have the option to create 
their own insurance marketplace for residents in their area. Check with your territory’s 
government offices to learn about health coverage options available to you. 

I am self-employed.  Can I enroll in the marketplace?

Yes, if you are self-employed and have no employees, you should buy insurance through 
the individual marketplace.  The small business marketplace is geared to help businesses 
with more than one but less than 50 full time employees select health insurance plans to 
offer employees.
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I’m currently enrolled in a plan from my employer, but it is not meeting the 
needs of my family (or budget). Can I enroll in a plan from the marketplace 
and forgo my employer’s plan?

Yes, you may purchase health insurance on the exchange instead of through your 
employer, however, you will no longer receive employer contributions to your coverage 
and you may not be eligible for the Premium Insurance Tax Credit if your employer 
insurance is deemed ‘affordable’ by the Treasury Department.

What if I choose not to purchase insurance?

You will be required to pay the penalty for each month you are without the appropriate 
minimal coverage. In 2014, the total amount of the penalty is $95 per adult and $47.50 
per child, with a maximum penalty of $285 per family, OR one percent of family income, 
whichever is greater. 

In 2015, the penalty is $325 per adult and $162.50 per child, with a maximum penalty of 
$975 per family, OR two percent of family income, whichever is greater. 

In 2016 and beyond, the penalty is $695 per adult and $347.50 per child, with a maximum 
penalty of $2,085 per family, OR 2.5 percent of family income, whichever is greater. 

If your income is below 150 percent of the Federal Poverty Level, you are considered 
unable to afford health insurance, so you will not pay a penalty if you do not obtain 
coverage. If you are able to purchase coverage using less than 8 percent of your annual 
income, you are deemed able to afford insurance coverage. In some cases, hardship 
waivers are available if you can afford coverage but have other pressing financial needs.
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Small Business and the  
Marketplace
The Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP)

Small businesses, defined as businesses with 50 or fewer full-time employees  
(including non-profits), also may find benefit when purchasing health insurance plans from 
the marketplace in their state geared toward small businesses. Called Small Business 
Health Options Program (SHOP) and located within each state’s online marketplace,  
this new option for purchasing health insurance gives small business owners new options 
and benefits.

Small business owners may use the marketplace to search and select plan options to 
offer their employees enhancing their employer-based benefits. The marketplace al-
lows owners to control the coverage they offer as well as how identifying any contri-
bution towards the premium cost for employees. In 2014, insurance plans cannot de-
cline or charge higher premiums to small business groups based on the health status of  
employees and their dependents or charge higher premiums for women and those who 
have high medical costs.

In addition, some small business owners may find that they qualify for small business 
health care tax credits when offering coverage to their employees using the SHOP  
marketplace.  These tax credits will help offset the cost of any premium assistance that 
owners contribute for each employee, and will help make insurance affordable for small 
businesses.

SHOP marketplaces open for enrollment in October, 2013 with coverage beginning 
as early as January 1, 2014.  Small business owners may sign up and begin offering  
coverage to their employees at any time during the year.

Beginning in 2015, marketplaces must offer small businesses more variety of plan options 
in their area, increasing the owner’s selection.

Like the health plans presented to individuals, plans offered within the SHOP will be 
run by private companies, be explained in plain language, and allow for comparisons in  

coverage, quality and cost.

Beginning in 2016, the SHOP 
marketplace will expand to 
include employers with 100  
or fewer full-time employees.

Have questions about the SHOP  
Marketplace for businesses 
with 50 or fewer employees? 

Call 1 (800) 706-7893 (TTY users: 

1 (800) 706-7915)



State Health Insurance  
Marketplace Websites
No matter what state you live in, you’ll be able to use the Marketplace to apply for 
coverage, compare your options, and enroll.  The list below identifies each state’s 
website that should serve as your starting point when seeking individual plans or  
SHOP plans for small businesses and employees.  

 State     Website

 Alabama     www.HealthCare.gov  

 Alaska     www.HealthCare.gov

 Arizona     www.HealthCare.gov

 Arkansas     www.HealthCare.gov 

 California     www.coveredca.com

 Colorado     www.connectforhealthco.com

 Connecticut     www.accesshealthct.com

 Delaware     www.HealthCare.gov 

 District of Columbia    DChealthlink.com

 Florida     www.HealthCare.gov

 Georgia     www.HealthCare.gov

 Hawaii     www.hawaiihealthconnector.com

 Idaho     www.healthexchange.idaho.gov

 Illinois     www.HealthCare.gov

 Indiana     www.HealthCare.gov

 Iowa      www.HealthCare.gov

 Kansas     www.HealthCare.gov

 Kentucky     kynect.ky.gov
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State Health Insurance Marketplace Websites
 State     Website

 Louisiana     www.HealthCare.gov

 Maine     www.HealthCare.gov

 Maryland     www.marylandhealthconnection.gov

 Massachusetts    www.mahealthconnector.org

 Michigan     www.HealthCare.gov 

 Minnesota     mnsure.org

 Mississippi     www.HealthCare.gov

 Missouri     www.HealthCare.gov

 Montana     www.HealthCare.gov

 Nebraska     www.HealthCare.gov

 Nevada     www.nevadahealthlink.com

 New Hampshire    www.HealthCare.gov

 New Jersey     www.HealthCare.gov

 New Mexico     www.nmhix.com

 New York     www.healthbenefitexchange.ny.gov

 North Carolina    www.HealthCare.gov

 North Dakota    www.HealthCare.gov

 Ohio      www.HealthCare.gov

 Oklahoma     www.HealthCare.gov 

 Oregon     www.coveroregon.com

 Pennsylvania    www.HealthCare.gov
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State Health Insurance Marketplace Websites
 State     Website

 Rhode Island    www.healthsourceri.com

 South Carolina    www.HealthCare.gov

 South Dakota    www.HealthCare.gov 

 Tennessee     www.HealthCare.gov

 Texas     www.HealthCare.gov

  Utah      www.HealthCare.gov*  

 Vermont     healthconnect.vermont.gov

 Virginia     www.HealthCare.gov

 Washington     www.wahealthplanfinder.org

 West Virginia    www.HealthCare.gov

 Wisconsin     www.HealthCare.gov

 Wyoming     www.HealthCare.gov

* For residents of Utah seeking individual and family coverage, visit www.HealthCare.gov.   
For small businesses and their employees, the Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP)  
marketplace is located at www.avenueh.com 
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If You Need A Helping 
Hand…
 
If you need help learning about or enrolling in an exchange or  
marketplace product, you may reach the Patient Advocate 
Foundation (PAF) through our website at www.patientadvocate.org,  
by visiting our healthcare specific blog at www.insureustoday.org,  
or by calling the toll free phone (866) 207-8023 which allows you to 
field questions to experts at PAF for their guidance and direction.
 
PAF is a national 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization which provides 
professional case management services to Americans with chronic, 
life threatening and debilitating illnesses. 

PAF case managers serve as active liaisons between the patient 
and their insurer, employer and/or creditors to resolve insurance, job 
retention and/or debt crisis matters as they relate to their diagnosis. 

Patient Advocate Foundation seeks to safeguard patients through 
effective mediation assuring access to care, maintenance of 
employment and preservation of their financial stability.
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Additional Ways To Stay Informed And Get Help
Healthcare.gov by phone
24/7 Support at (800) 318-2596

TTY: (855) 889-4325

 Chat Online 
https://www.healthcare.gov/chat/

 Get news, updates and alerts via 
email or text at  
https://www.healthcare.gov/subscribe/

Stay involved and informed through social media!

Pick your favorite social media channel or join them all to keep up with the latest  
marketplace news and get answers to your health insurance questions

YouTube
Visit Healthcare.gov’s YouTube channel at http://www.youtube.com/user/HealthCareGov 
to watch videos highlighting important information about the marketplace and featuring 
people like you who are looking forward to getting covered.

Facebook
“Like” us on Facebook at facebook.com/Healthcare.gov and share your thoughts.

Follow Patient Advocate Foundation’s Facebook and its Healthcare Reform tab at  
www.patientadvocate.org/facebook

Twitter
Follow @HealthCareGov on Twitter for up-to-date marketplace news.

Google+
Use Google+ to follow HealthCare.gov at https://plus.google.com/+healthcaregov/posts



Introduction	to	the	Patient	Action	council
Established by Patient Advocate Foundation in 2008, the Patient Action Council 
is a forum comprised of skilled pharmaceutical and biotechnology industry 
leaders who maintain current positions within the field of patient advocacy in 
their organization. 
 
Each year, the Patient Action Council members identify and deliver one patient 
tool to the marketplace that will improve healthcare access to millions of 
Americans.
 
The 2013 Patient Action Council members are:
 
 Kathryn West, Amgen Oncology
 
 Cara Thompson, Celgene Corporation
 
 Timothy Wert, Lilly
 
 Alissa Jaffe Nagler, Novartis Oncology
 
 Patti Jewell, MPA, Pfizer Inc
 
 Jim Caro, RPh, MBA, Sanofi U.S.
 
 
At the annual meeting in February 2013, members of the Patient Action Council 
with Patient Advocate Foundation leaders decided to jointly support the 
development and publication of a patient guide to assist with understanding and 
enrollment in the Health Insurance Marketplaces. This guide, entitled “Health 
Reform and You:  A User’s Guide to Health Insurance Marketplaces” is the result 
of that effort. 
 
 

Previous Patient Action Council  
projects now publicly available:
 
 National Underinsured
 Resource Directory

 National Uninsured
 Resource Directory

 InsureUStoday.org

 My Resource Search
 mobile phone app

 


